"Provided me with a sense of comfort. I appreciate when professors acknowledge the current circumstances and empathize with their students. The pandemic has been difficult and talking about has helped me stay focused and do better in my classes."

"Students become angry with others and it causes havoc. Teachers postpone class and thus our schedules are interrupted. If politics are brought up in class it usually takes a while to deviate from the subject and focus on the lecture."

On a scale of 1–5, Do you keep up with politics

- 1: 3.2%
- 2: 16.2%
- 3: 38.9%
- 4: 29.7%
- 5: 12.0%

Have any of your professors discussed current events in class?

- No: 28.3%
- Yes: 71.7%

Do you think political discussions in class are appropriate?

- Yes: 75%
- No: 25%

Have these discussions affected your educational environment?

- Yes: 28.3%
- No: 71.7%

How would you on average describe your experiences of in-class political discussions?

- Extremely negative: 9.1%
- Somewhat negative: 13.8%
- Neither positive nor negative: 21.7%
- Somewhat positive: 34.4%
- Extremely positive: 21.0%